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Abstract—Exceptions often signal faulty or undesired behavior; hence, high-quality test suites should also target exceptional behavior. This paper is a large-scale study of exceptional tests—which exercise exceptional behavior—in 1157 open-source Java projects hosted on GitHub. We analyzed JUnit exceptional tests to understand what kinds of exceptions are more frequently tested, what coding patterns are used, and how features of a project, such as its size and number of contributors, correlate to the characteristics of its exceptional tests. We found that exceptional tests are only 13% of all tests, but tend to be larger than other tests on average; unchecked exceptions are tested twice as frequently as checked ones; 47% of all exceptional tests use `try/catch` blocks and usually are larger than those using other idioms; and bigger projects with more contributors tend to have more exceptional tests written using different styles. The paper also zeroes in on several detailed examples involving some of the largest analyzed projects, which refine the empirical results with qualitative evidence. The study’s findings, and the capabilities of the tool we developed to analyze exceptional tests, suggest several implications for the practice of software development and for follow-up empirical studies.

I. INTRODUCTION

The importance of testing in software development has become conventional wisdom; yet, writing high-quality tests remains a challenging endeavor [1], [2]. Among all different kinds of tests that are written, in this paper we focus on those that exercise exceptional behavior—or exceptional tests for short. Exceptional behavior is a frequent source of failures [3], and is often implicated in anti-patterns and misuses [4]: on the other hand, proper exception-handling code is a necessary component of robust, maintainable software [5], [6]. Therefore, testing exceptional behavior is critical in building comprehensive test suites. However, dealing with exceptions—including in tests—can be tricky, because an exceptional behavior’s control flow is intrinsically unstructured (an exception can propagate through the call stack) and it is easy to miss some “corner cases” of exception-inducing inputs [7]. As we point out in Sec. III, testing practices have been studied extensively, and exceptional behavior is an increasingly popular empirical research target, but the combination of the two—exceptional testing—has so far received little attention.

In this paper, we contribute to narrowing this knowledge gap with a large-scale empirical study of exceptional testing in Java. As we describe in Sec. VII, we analyzed all exceptional tests we could detect written using any version of the JUnit framework in 1157 open-source Java projects—including numerous widely-used frameworks maintained by Apache, Google, and Spring—comprising 1123,846 tests. The main findings of this analysis, detailed in Sec. V, include:

- Exceptional tests are often included as part of the test-writing effort: 66% of projects with tests also include some exceptional tests, and 13% of all tests are exceptional. On average, an exceptional test is 110% the size (mean lines of code) of any test.
- Exceptional tests most frequently target Java’s standard exception classes (over 2/3 of all exceptional tests), and unchecked exceptions (about twice as frequently as checked exceptions).
- A standard `try/catch` block is the most common way of writing an exceptional test, followed by JUnit’s `@Test(expected=...)` annotation.
- Exceptional tests written using `try/catch` blocks tend to be the longest; those written using `@Test(expected=...)` tend to be the shortest.
- Larger projects with more contributors are more likely to include exceptional tests written in a variety of styles.

In addition to several more quantitative findings, Sec. V includes selected qualitative evidence about some of the largest projects we analyzed, which complements and hone the numerical data with concrete, illustrative examples.

In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:

- JUnitScrambler: a tool that automatically discovers and analyzes (exceptional) tests written in any version of JUnit (described in Sec. IV-C).
- The dataset obtained by running JUnitScrambler on over a thousand open-source Java projects, including information about over a million tests.
- The empirical analysis of the dataset, described in Sec. IV-V.

The study’s findings, and the techniques used for the analysis, suggest several implications for the practice of software development and for follow-up empirical studies. Sec. VII outlines some of them on concrete examples from our analysis.

---

1 A StackOverflow question asking how to write exceptional tests in JUnit has over 1.3 million views and several answers from experts such as one of Mockito’s core contributors and StackOverflow users with high reputation.

2 A replication package including tool, dataset, and all scripts is available at [https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.13547561](https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.13547561)
II. BACKGROUND

A. Exceptions: What They Are For

Exceptions are used to signal that something went wrong during program execution. A program may include exception handling code, which executes when an exception is raised to try to recover from the error or at least mitigate it. Thus, at a high-level, exceptions can help improve program robustness.

In an object-oriented language like Java, exceptions are instances of some exception classes; different exception classes characterize different ways of using exceptions. In our analysis, we consider three orthogonal (and standard [6, §8.4]) classifications according to origin, kind, and behavioral usage.

Origin: an exception class’s origin in a given project depends on where it is defined: in Java’s standard libraries, local to the project’s code base, or in an external library.

Kind: according to its type, an exception may be unchecked (a subtype of RuntimeException or Error) or checked (any other subtype of Throwable)

Usage: exceptions are used to signal three main different categories of program behavior [8, §4.4] [9, §12] [6, §8.4], which we refer to as usage failure, fault, and return. A failure is a low-level error that usually depends on an exceptional state of the execution environment; for instance, the program runs out of memory (OutOfMemoryError). A fault signals the violation of a program’s expected behavior; for instance, an array is accessed with an invalid index (ArrayIndexOutOfBoundsException). Category return captures improper usages of exceptions—not to signal erroneous conditions but to propagate information outside of the language’s structured control flow. For example, to “break out of a complex, nested control flow similarly to a goto; or to signal the end of a file (java.io.EOFException).

B. Exceptional Testing Patterns

An exceptional test is a test that may trigger exceptional behavior in the code it exercises. Based on the documentation of JUnit and other testing libraries as well as on other empirical studies [10]–[13], we identified five main coding patterns that programmers use to write exceptional tests—which we show in Fig. 1 and discuss in the rest of this section.

1) Pattern try/catch: Pattern try/catch uses Java’s built-in try/catch statements, and hence it does not require any library. Testing whether some testing code throws an exception amounts to setting up a catch block for an exception of the expected type. Pattern try/catch’s main strength is its flexibility: it can check any features of any number of thrown exceptions, at any point during the execution of the test, and it can even check that a certain exception is not thrown (by failing inside a catch block). On the flip side, the required boilerplate code may result in tests that are verbose.

2) Pattern test: Version 4 of JUnit (released in 2006) was the first providing a custom feature to write exceptional tests: by adding a parameter expected to the @Test annotation that marks JUnit tests, programmers can specify which tests are expected to throw which exceptions. Pattern test can make exceptional tests very concise and readable. However, it has limited flexibility: it is impossible to express which part of the testing code is expected to throw an exception, to test for multiple exception types, or to specify any attributes of the thrown exceptions other than their type.

3) Pattern rule: Version 4.7 of JUnit (released in 2009) introduced a new way of writing exceptional tests, using a field of type ExpectedException marked with annotation @Rule. Any test can set up such a field to declare that the testing code is expected to throw an exception of a certain type. Pattern rule is somewhat more flexible than pattern test, since we can specify attributes of the expected exception other than its type (for example, its message). It can also designate that a specific statement of the testing code should throw an exception: this is the statement immediately following the calls to methods of class ExpectedException. However, patterns test and rule share the limitations that all code in testing code following the statement that throws the first exception will be ignored, and that they cannot specify multiple exception types in the same testing method. Tests written according to pattern rule remain concise but are stylistically quite different from JUnit’s run-of-the-mill idioms that usually assert the expected outcome after the testing code rather than before it. This may be the reason why this pattern was removed from JUnit as soon as assertThrows became available.

4) Pattern assert throws: Static assertion method assertThrows was first introduced in JUnit 5.0 (released in 2017) and then added to JUnit 4.13 in 2020. Since assertThrows inputs the testing code as a lambda, this pattern is expressible only since Java 8. Pattern assert finally combines conciseness and flexibility, since assertThrows also returns the thrown exception object, which can be further inspected in the test code. It also blends with the other assertion methods available in JUnit, and with the test idioms they support. Pattern assert can be considered the recommended style to write exceptional tests since JUnit 5.0 (which no longer supports patterns test and rule).

5) Pattern generic assertion: Assertion libraries—such as Hamcrest, AssertJ, and Truth—provide flexible APIs to express all sorts of expected behavior—including exceptional behavior. Only AssertJ (used in Fig. 1e) among these libraries includes methods such as assertThatThrownBy that implicitly catch any exceptions thrown by testing code; the other libraries offer methods to specify properties of exceptional objects but still rely on Java’s catch blocks or JUnit’s assertThrows method to perform the actual catching. As its name suggests, pattern generic is the most flexible approach to writing exceptional tests. It is easy to combine assertion methods in chains of method calls using the so-called “fluent” style, making it easier and more readable to write complex tests. This structure also helps readability, supports powerful auto-completion suggestions when used within an IDE, and automatically generates informative error messages.

---

*We report release dates of stable releases.

*Backward compatibility is still possible through JUnit’s module Vintage.
we can only briefly summarize here. With all sorts of aspects related to software testing, which amount of software engineering research and practice dealing software [1], [2]. Accordingly, there has been a massive such as the popular JUnit devoted to bringing more automation and how they relate to the bugs that are commonly found [12]. Developers [14], the characteristics of the tests they write [15], [16]. Among the empirical contributions, researchers have studied the testing practices of developers [14], the characteristics of the tests they write [15], [16], and how they relate to the bugs that are commonly found [12]. Among the technological contributions, a lot of effort has been devoted to bringing more automation to testing. Framework such as the popular JUnit[3] and TestNG[9] automate test-case execution by providing syntactic means of defining test inputs and the expected outputs. Other tools can automate the generation of test inputs[17, 18] as well as of oracles—for example in the form of assertions [18, 20].

Exceptions and exception handling: First introduced in PL/I [8], [21], exceptions are nowadays available in pretty much any mainstream programming language. Since exceptional behavior is often implicated with bugs, studying how exceptions are used in programs can improve our understanding of bugs and other deficiencies, and suggest ways of improving software. We now summarize the most relevant related work on exception handling published in the last few years. For more references and details, see the proceedings of the Workshop on Exception Handling [22] and the survey [7].

A lot of empirical research has investigated how exception handling is done in practice both by mining code bases [23]–[29] and by looking at programmers’ habits and guidelines [30], [31]. This line of research has revealed that exception-handling code is often complex [32] and among the most poorly understood and scarcely documented parts of a system [33]. Then, it is not surprising that exceptions are commonly implicated with bugs in a variety of software including Java libraries [34]–[37], Android apps [38], [39], and cloud systems [40]. On the positive side, empirical studies of exception-related bugs can inform the development of techniques to proactively help developers finding a relevant StackOverflow post [41], or to write exception-handling code that likely follows the best practices [42].

APIS typically throw exceptions to signal incorrect calls (for instance, invalid parameters). Therefore, API misuses can often be linked to exceptions [35] or to missing exception-handling code [36]. Conversely, it is possible to infer preconditions by automatically mining API calls for common exceptions that signal common errors such as null-pointer dereferencing and index out-of-bounds [34], or by manually combining the messages of exception objects with other sources of API documentation [57]. The Android mobile-programming framework defines and uses numerous framework-specific exception classes. Due to the nature of mobile apps (which are event-driven and use several external resources), writing proper exception handling code in Android is not easy [38], [39], which is why test amplification is a promising technique [43] to validate such exception handling code.

Exceptional testing: Even though plenty of research studied testing or exceptions, only little looked at the intersection of the two topics beyond test-case generation [8], [44], [45]; as Ebert et al. [46] put it: “perhaps surprisingly, there is comparatively little work studying how exception handling code is tested or debugged in practice, with few exceptions [43], [47]”. We mentioned [43] above; [47] introduces a coverage analysis for exceptional-handling code. The lone work among the few related to exceptional testing that is most closely related to ours is by Dalton et al. [10], which also analyzes tests and exceptional tests in 417 Java projects. Part of their analysis is based on a survey of 66 developers about their perception of exceptional-behavior testing, which is a methodology complementary to ours. Their analysis’s quantitative part includes some measures similar to ours, which can be used to corroborate our findings—most notably, they found that 61% of projects with tests also include some exceptional tests, which is very close to our 66% (see Tab. II). Finally, notice that 10’s study targets a smaller collection of Java projects, and does not analyze all categories of exceptions or the exceptional testing patterns—which are instead a key component of our results (see Sec. IV).
IV. Study Design

A. Research Questions

Our overall goal is understanding how Java developers test for exceptional behavior. To this end, we consider three main research questions:

RQ1: How often is exceptional behavior tested?
The first research question investigates how usual exceptional testing is in Java projects—both in absolute terms and relative to testing in general.

RQ2: What kind of exceptional behavior is tested?
The second research question looks for trends in the kinds of exception classes that feature in exceptional tests, and how these affect other characteristics of the tests such as their size.

RQ3: What coding patterns are used for exceptional testing?
The third research question analyzes how exceptional tests are written, and how they use the features of the available testing frameworks.

B. Project Selection

We started from [48]’s list of 2,672 Java projects—those with the most stars hosted on GitHub between November and December 2019. GitHub stars indicate a project’s popularity and are commonly used to select source code of consistent quality [39], [41], [42], [48], [49]. Given our focus on tests, we further discarded projects that 1) have no detectable JUnit test (1,128 projects), or 2) have only the two tests that Android Studio IDE generates automatically by default (374 projects). This leaves 1,157 Java projects with some non-trivial tests, which are the focus of our analysis. The final project selection includes large frameworks and applications, as well as projects in different domains. The filtering criteria indicate these are projects of good quality whose developers have devoted at least some effort to writing JUnit tests (a median of 91 commits of test code per project).

C. Analysis Process

We built JUnitScrambler: a tool to extract data about exceptional tests in Java projects. The tool works in three steps:

build the project from its sources
discover the test code in the project
analyze the discovered tests for exceptional testing patterns

Step build looks for recipes for Java’s most popular build systems—Maven, Gradle, and Ant—and uses them to compile the project and its tests. It also tries to detect the required Java version and all external dependencies. Automatically looking for this information in build recipes may fail, or a project may not use a build script that we recognize. If a project is built successfully, step discover uses JUnit 5’s test discovery API [43], which can process JUnit tests in any versions—to find tests. JUnit’s test discovery may work even when the build was incomplete; in addition, our tool looks for references to executed testing classes among the output of the build process. As a last resort, our tool scans every Java source file in the project, and marks as “possible tests” those that import testing libraries [50]. The combination of these three ways of looking for tests allows step “discover” to detect tests from all JUnit versions, including tests that may not be trivially found (e.g., located in directories other than a build system’s default or generated by the build process).

Step analyze parses all discovered tests with JavaParser and processes the resulting AST and typing information to measure the characteristics of exceptional tests that we mention in Sec. IV-C. JavaParser’s rich information—augmented with the dependencies collected by the build step— supports a fine-grained analysis of testing patterns and exception types. Among other things, we distinguish between usages of assertThat from various testing libraries (JUnit, Hamcrest, AssertJ, and Truth), can follow nested calls in test methods, and can often determine whether exception classes from external libraries are checked or unchecked.

Measured data: For every project, JUnitScrambler reports its build system, JUnit version, whether any tests were found, and the list of classes with testing code. For every test (that is, testing method), it measures its size in non-blank lines of code (LOC), and if it detected any exceptional testing coding patterns (Sec. II-B). For every exceptional test (that is, when a pattern was found), it reports the detailed structure of the pattern, whether the test asserts on an exception message or cause, and the fully-qualified exceptional static types of the exceptions mentioned in the test (which determine their origin and kind, see Sec. II-A), and other contextual information such as any messages in the assertions or code comments.

JUnitScrambler records the raw measured data in CSV format. We then imported the data into R and used it to perform the statistical analysis reported in Sec. V.

Qualitative analysis: A “Closer Look” section complements the quantitative analysis with qualitative findings about each research question, which we obtained by systematically inspecting the top-10 projects with the “most conspicuous” characteristics relevant to the question. For example, RQ1’s closer look inspects projects with “the largest number of exceptional tests” and with “few exceptional tests”.

V. Results

Before we delve into the details of exceptional testing, let’s overview some overall characteristics of the projects we considered. Tab. I summarizes the main data.

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{lllll}
\hline
& \textbf{ALL} & \textbf{MAVEN} & \textbf{GRADE} & \textbf{ANT} & \textbf{NA} \\
\hline
\# & 1,157 & 521 & 464 & 39 & 172 \\
\% & 100.0 & 45.0 & 40.1 & 3.4 & 14.9 \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{The number \# and percentage \% of ALL analyzed projects that use each BUILD SYSTEM. Percentages do not add up to 100\% because a few projects use multiple build systems.}
\end{table}
Overall, we analyzed 1157 projects with tests. Most projects use one of three build systems: Maven is the most widely used (45.0% of projects), followed by Gradle (40.1% of projects), whereas only 3.4% of projects use Ant, and 14.9% of projects use no build system that we could detect (NA in Tab. I).

The violin plots in Fig. 2 display other overall characteristics of the test code among the 1157 projects that we analyzed. The total number of commits varies widely among projects: its median is 91, its mean is 1094, and its maximum 55 090 commits. The number of contributors also varies widely: its median is 5, its mean is 22, and its maximum is 663 contributors. The age of the test code, measured as the date of test code’s first commit, is less spread out: its median is 2015-12-12, close to its mean 2015-07-08; nonetheless there are several outlier older projects: the oldest commit date is more than 17 years ago (2003-09-26).

A. RQ1: How often is exceptional behavior tested?

RQ1 asks how much exceptional testing is usually carried out in Java projects. As shown in Tab. II, 62.2% of the projects with some tests also include exceptional tests. The split between exceptional and regular tests is, however, not even: only 13.2% of all tests are exceptional—making up 14.6% of all lines of testing code. On the other hand, there is a strong positive correlation (Kendall’s \( \tau = 0.7 \)) between number of tests and number of exceptional tests that each project includes, which indicates that exceptional tests are an integral part of the test-writing effort in the analyzed projects.

**TABLE II: Number of PROJECTS with some tests, number of testing METHODS and CLASSES, total \( \sum \text{LOC} \) and per-method mean \( \text{LOC} \) size of test methods in lines of code. The first row comprises ALL TESTS, the second only EXCEPTIONAL TESTS, and the third the latter as a percentage of the former.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#PROJECTS</th>
<th>#METHODS</th>
<th>#CLASSES</th>
<th>( \sum \text{LOC} )</th>
<th>( \text{LOC} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ALL TESTS</td>
<td>1157</td>
<td>1123 846</td>
<td>171 011 14023 852</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXCEPTIONAL TESTS</td>
<td>766</td>
<td>148 063</td>
<td>41 537 2046 930</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% EXCEPTIONAL/ALL</td>
<td>66.2</td>
<td>13.2</td>
<td>24.3</td>
<td>14.6 110.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The violin plots in Fig. 3a provide more information about the effort that is usually devoted to writing exceptional tests. By comparing the two shapes in the leftmost plot, we notice that the distribution of number of exceptional tests is wider around the median. Thus, there is less inter-project variability in the number of exceptional tests compared to all tests. A similar trend exists for the total size (in lines of code) of all tests compared to exceptional tests—even though the mean size of any exceptional test is 110.3% that of any test. Indeed, there is a small but definite positive correlation (Kendall’s \( \tau = 0.1 \)) between a project’s number of tests and their median size, but a negligible correlation (\( \tau = -0.02 \)) between a project’s number of exceptional tests and their median size. Thus, exceptional tests tend to be more homogeneous in size across projects, indicating that writing exceptional tests is an activity that receives significant effort but is somewhat more “standardized” than writing tests in general.

**Two thirds of the projects with tests also include exceptional tests; the latter vary less in number and size.**

**Fig. 2:** Violin plots of the analyzed projects’ total number of commits, number of contributors, and initial commit date of their test code. Vertical scale is logarithmic in first two plots.

**Fig. 3a:** Violin plots of the total number of test methods and classes, total LOC, and the mean LOC size of test methods in lines of code. Vertical scale is logarithmic in first two plots.

**RQ1: A Closer Look at Some Projects**

We observed that projects with the largest number of tests typically also have the largest number of exceptional tests. In particular, the project with the most tests (Eclipse Collection\[^{10}\] with over 47 283 tests) is also the project with the most exceptional tests (7 839 tests). To produce such a huge number of tests the project uses code generation\[^{12}\] which can automatically produce variants of tests for classes that have a similar behavior (e.g., they implement the same interface).

Effective large-scale testing (including exceptional testing) requires clear guidelines and effective practices. Project Apache Geode, for example, comprises tests in 5 different categories\[^{16}\] (including unit, integration, and acceptance) and explicitly recommends how to catch exceptions in unit tests. This might explain why it ranks 4th and 5th among our projects with the largest number of tests and exceptional tests. More generally, projects with the largest number of (exceptional) tests usually recommend providing unit tests when opening an issue or contributing code, and actively try to include tests with high code coverage (for example, project Hazelcast\[^{13}\] tests cover over 85% of all project code according to SonarCloud\[^{16}\] the project ranks 3rd and 8th among our projects with the largest number of tests and exceptional tests).

At the opposite end of the spectrum, projects with few (exceptional) tests tend to be younger, less established, and provide simpler, more limited functionality. Project Rest Countries\[^{19}\] for instance, offers a REST API exporting data about worldwide countries (e.g., their currency) to add internationalization support to web applications. Tutorials and extensive examples are another group of projects with a limited number of tests and exceptional tests. It is reasonable to expect that those projects that will undergo further development will also considerably extend their test suites as they mature; citing project Processing’s documentation: “someday” they will have “hundreds of unit tests […] but not today”\[^{20}\]

B. RQ2: What kind of exceptional behavior is tested?

RQ2 asks what kind of exceptional behavior is most frequently tested in Java projects. The characteristics of the exception classes in exceptional tests are a proxy for such behavior.

**Categorization of exceptions:** We classified the exception classes that we found in our projects according to their origin, kind, and usage (see Sec. II). The classifications into origin and kind are objective and thus automatic. In contrast, an exception class’s intended usage is described in the class’s

---

\[^{10}\] Eclipse Collection

\[^{11}\] Apache Geode

\[^{12}\] Code generation

\[^{13}\] Hazelcast

\[^{14}\] SonarCloud

\[^{15}\] Rest Countries

\[^{16}\] Processing
Fig. 3: Violin plots of: (a) the projects’ size measures; (b) Violin plot of the analyzed exceptional tests’ size in LOC grouped by the patterns they use.

in only 2% of the tests—and, indeed, the distribution of number of tests for each origin per project in Fig. 4a) says that most projects have no more than 10 tests targeting external exceptions. This suggests that the exceptional behavior of external libraries is seldom tested specifically—possibly because libraries mainly expose standard exceptions, or developers prefer testing abstract Java exception types when dealing with third-party code.

Kind: According to Java’s official documentation, checked exceptions should be used when the “client can reasonably be expected to recover from [the] exception”. This guideline is somewhat informal, and as a result the role of checked vs. unchecked exceptions has long been a controversial point [39]. We found that projects test for unchecked exceptions (90% of all projects, and 70% of all tests) more frequently than for checked exceptions, but the latter still feature prominently—and nearly 72% of all projects include tests involving both checked and unchecked exceptions (not shown in Tab. III). The minority of projects that only test for checked (10%) or unchecked (19%) do an overall limited amount of exceptional testing targeting at most a dozen exception classes. Since the compiler checks that programs include handling code for checked exceptions, less testing might be needed for checked exceptions thanks to these static checks. Nonetheless, we found no clear support for this expectation: distributions of the number of tests per project are qualitatively similar for checked and unchecked exceptions (Fig. 4a); and exceptional tests targeting checked exceptions are usually considerably larger than those targeting unchecked exceptions (Fig. 4b). In all, the checked vs. unchecked debate is far from being settled, and in practice it seems programmers use any kind of exception classes without rigid rules.

Usage: Even though we classified 3 out of 4 Java exception classes as “usage failure”, projects test for both kinds of exceptional behavior—failure and fault—about as frequently, as confirmed by the qualitatively similar distributions in Fig. 4a. However, the median method testing for exceptions signaling failure is nearly twice as big as one testing for fault (16 vs. 9 LOC). A fault indicates a bug in the program—which should never occur—whereas a failure is often due to a transient condition that may be recovered from. Therefore, a test that finds a fault might not have much to do besides signaling it to the programmer for debugging, and hence it is shorter than

---

The missing 1% is a rounding error due to class java.io.EOFException that we consider of usage return and we discuss in Sec. II and below.

These percentages don’t add up to 100% because a test or project may target multiple exceptions of different origins.

---

TABLE III: Each column lists the percentage of EXCEPTIONS, TESTS, and PROJECTS that feature exception classes with certain characteristics: defined in Java’s standard libraries, in a different external library, or locally to the project; checked or unchecked; used to signal failure or fault.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ORIGIN</th>
<th>KIND</th>
<th>USAGE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Java</td>
<td>external</td>
<td>local</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% EXCEPTIONS</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% TESTS</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% PROJECTS</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

The top data row in [tab. III] summarizes the result of our classification. Out of 5,152 exception classes found in our tests: 1) 82% are project-local; 6% are Java standard exceptions, and the remaining 12% are from external dependencies; 2) 40% are checked types, and the remaining 60% are unchecked. Finally, according to our classification of intended usage, 74% of all Java exceptions are for failures and 25% are for faults [3].

Origin: Even though Java standard exceptions are only 6% of all tested exception classes, they are by far the most widely used: 76% of all exceptional tests target an exception of origin Java, and 95% of all projects include at least one such test. This indicates that the familiar Java exception classes are tested extensively. It may also suggest that the bulk of the exceptional behavior of most projects is not very project-specific—because the project defines no exception classes or tests them indiscriminately using abstract Java exception types. Still, 59% of all projects also test for locally defined exceptions; and about 32% of all projects also test for exceptions from external libraries. However, external exceptions feature...
a test that finds a failure and may try to see if the same calls in different program states lead to different behavior.

Java exception `java.io.EOFException` is mainly used to “signal end of stream”; however, “many other input operations return a special value on end of stream rather than throwing an exception”[26] which makes `EOFException` a class used primarily to pass an additional return value rather than to signal truly exceptional behavior. We inspected the tests targeting this exception in projects Apache Hadoop[27] and ExoPlayer[33] (two large projects among those that test for this exception) and confirmed that `EOFException` can be thrown as part of a program’s normal operation: the tests of both[27,33] include an empty catch block for `EOFException` including a comment that the exception is “expected”.

Java standard exception classes are the most frequently tested; unchecked exceptions are tested more frequently than checked ones; exceptions signaling failure and fault are tested about as frequently.

**RQ2: A Closer Look at Some Projects**

**Kind:** Larger projects with many tests invariably target exceptions of both kinds. Project Spring Framework[53], a widely-used Java framework—is an interesting example because it is designed so that it only throws unchecked exceptions[26] Nonetheless, 18% of its 2,460 exceptional tests target 34 checked exception classes—including several local to the project. This confirms that it is practically impossible to stick to only one kind of exceptions, since the roles of checked and unchecked exceptions are irredeemably intermingled in Java.

Errors (subtypes of `java.lang.Error`) are a distinct category of unchecked exceptions reserved for “serious problems that a reasonable application should not try to catch”[30] such as `OutOfMemoryError`. Projects that primarily test for errors frequently deal with low-level features of system programming, such as virtual machines (Oracle GraalVM[54] and Eclipse OpenJ9[32]), core language features (Apache Commons Lang[54] Google Guava[34] and Apache Flink[33]) and language manipulation and translation (Google J2Obj[40]). Dealing with low-level features, these projects’ tests handle errors to check robustness in different conditions of the runtime environment they execute in. A clear example is a test in Apache Flink[40] that tests the behavior of integer overflows but also includes an empty catch block for `OutOfMemoryError` with the comment “this may indeed happen in small test setups. We tolerate this”.

**Specific vs. generic exception:** Exception-handling code should be exception-class specific[33] whereas catch block with exception types high up in the inheritance hierarchy (such as `Exception` or even `Throwable`) are considered an anti-pattern. Since abstract types `Exception`, `Throwable`, and `RuntimeException` are among those featuring most frequently in exceptional tests (respectively, 2nd, 6th, and 10th), this anti-pattern may also occur in testing code. By manual analysis of a few larger projects, we found at least a couple of instances. Ten out of 12 of project Saturn[29] test classes deal exclusively with type `Exception`; on closer inspection, these are integration tests, which need not differentiate between specific exception types (a task for unit tests) but just detect thrown exceptions[51]. Another instance is project Apache Flink, which includes a very long method[33] with 150 try/catch blocks all for type `Exception`. In this idiom, a specific exception type `Specific` is checked with an assertion that e instanceof `Specific` in the catch block.

**Static analysis and tests:** a key usage of exceptions is signaling runtime faults; however, some faults can also be detected statically by source-code analysis. Take a relatively basic but widespread bug: accessing a `null` reference. Java uses exception `NullPointerException` to signal “attempts to use `null` in a case where an object is required”[21] several static analyzers, such as `Infer`[52] and `lgtm`[49] automatically detect such faults. We looked at 10 of the projects with the most tests that also use `lgtm` to detect and fix errors in their code base. All of them still include exceptional tests targeting `NullPointerException`, but the tests sometimes cover corner cases that are hard to catch using static analysis, or where using `null` is acceptable or even expected[39]. Project Apache ActiveMQ[35]’s iterators, for example, throw a `NullPointerException` in some conditions when the iterator is no longer valid; in this scenario the exception doesn’t signal a fault but rather returns information to the caller. Some parts[40] of Apache Geode also use `NullPointerException` for inter-method communication. A couple of exceptional tests in Hibernate ORM[35] deal with using `null` to initialize object structures with circular references—which is notoriously tricky to analyze statically[53,54]. In Apache Kafka[33] a test[39] for `NullPointerException` captures an error that occurs when
incorrectly nesting serializers—another scenario that is likely to be off-limits for common static analysis algorithms.

C. RQ3: What coding patterns are used for exceptional testing?

RQ3 analyzes the coding patterns (Sec. II-B) that are used in exceptional tests, and relates them to other project features.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patterns</th>
<th>% Tests</th>
<th>% Projects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>try/catch</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>test</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rule</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>assert</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>generic</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE IV: Each column lists the percentage of exceptional tests and projects that use any of the 5 coding patterns try/catch, test, rule, assert, and generic (see Sec. II-B).

Tab. IV shows that the most widely used pattern is try/catch, which features in 83% of all projects and 42% of all tests, followed by pattern test. In contrast, patterns rule and assert are the least frequently used—by 24% and 13% of all projects and in 5% and 9% of exceptional tests. Pattern rule’s atypical syntax (see Sec. II-B) may explain why it’s not widely used.

Multiple patterns: The percentages in every row of Tab. IV add up to more than 100%, because any one project or test may use more than one pattern. Mixing multiple patterns in the same test is not common: 94% of all tests stick to a single pattern; the remaining 6% typically combine patterns try/catch or assert with assertions using generic that look for more specific exception types. A handful of tests combine three patterns, but these are outliers that make up only 0.1% of all tests. In contrast, it is common that a project includes tests using different patterns (see Tab. V), even though only 2% of projects include some tests for every pattern, and a substantial number of projects use a single pattern: 19% of projects only use pattern try/catch and 11% of projects only use pattern test.

To understand which characteristics of a project are associated with using more or fewer patterns, we fitted a Poisson regression model using a project’s number of different variables as outcome variable, and the number of contributors, the number of tests, and the testing code’s age (measured by its earliest commit date) as predictors. The estimated slope coefficients for number of contributors and tests are positive with 95% probability; hence projects with more contributors and tests also tend to use more exceptional testing patterns.

Patterns and size: Fig. 3b pictures the distribution of size (in LOC) of exceptional tests grouped according the patterns they use. It confirms the intuition that some patterns lead to more concise code than others. Pattern test is by far the most concise: tests using it are on average 6 lines, and its distribution is wider around and below the mean. Tests with pattern try/catch, in contrast, are on average 33 lines, and their distribution spreads over a wide range of lengths with many outliers. Pattern try/catch is the most flexible, doesn’t depend on any external library, and is used in combination with other patterns; a large spread in test size is thus not surprising. Patterns assert and generic are also quite flexible, which explains the outlier tests that reach large sizes; on the other hand, their “natural” usage leads to concise tests (on average, around 12–13 lines long) which make up the bulk of the distribution.

To understand which characteristics of a test are associated with its size, we fitted a negative binomial regression model using a test’s LOC size as outcome variable, and, as predictors, the patterns it uses, the origin and kind of the exception classes it features (see Sec. II-A), and whether it includes assertions on the message and cause of any exceptions; to control for overall project size, we also included the total size of the project’s tests as a predictor. The results (see Tab. VI) indicate that all predictors are strongly associated with a test’s size. The strongest effect is that of patterns: tests using pattern try/catch are the largest; those using patterns rule, assert, and generic are 36%, 39%, and 40% the size; and those with pattern test are the smallest at 18% the size. The association between size and the exceptions’ origin is clear but less prominent: tests featuring Java standard exceptions are 92% the size of those featuring external exceptions, whereas those featuring project-local exceptions are 104% the latter’s size. Somewhat counterintuitively, tests inspecting exception messages or causes (columns MSG and CAUSE in Tab. VI) tend to be smaller than those not inspecting them. There is a positive association between a test suite’s overall size (controlling for a confounding effect) and each exceptional test’s average size but the effect is small in comparison with the others. Finally, tests targeting unchecked exceptions tend to be smaller than tests targeting checked exceptions, but the effect is small (1% = 100 – 99 reduction in size). In all, the patterns capture different ways in which developers write tests trading off conciseness, expressiveness, and flexibility.

Patterns and checked/unchecked: Projects that only follow pattern try/catch often disproportionately use checked exception classes: on average, a project in this group includes 1.5 as many tests for checked exceptions than for unchecked, and 29% of these projects only test for checked exceptions; in contrast, projects that do not only use pattern try/catch include, on average, 0.4 fewer tests for checked exception than for unchecked, and just 4% of them only test for checked exceptions. Since checked exceptions must be either caught or explicitly propagated, a try/catch block is often necessary in exceptional tests targeting checked exception, which may make using other, more concise patterns redundant.

Projects that exclusively use pattern test in exceptional tests show the reverse tendency, namely they primarily test for unchecked exceptions: 78% of these projects only test for unchecked exceptions; in contrast, just 14% of projects that do not only use pattern test only test for unchecked exceptions. Pattern test is a natural choice to write concise exceptional tests; indeed, exceptional tests in projects using only this

---

1 Even one of the developers who built this mechanism into JUnit admits that he rarely uses it. 
2 Suitable for “counting” outcome variables. 
3 Using all tests or only exceptional tests lead to similar conclusions.

---

A negative binomial generalizes a Poisson for outcome variables that are overdispersed, like test size in our case ($\mu = 24 \ll 1751 = \sigma^2$).
TABLE V: For each combination of patterns (those marked by ● in each column), the top row reports the percentage of all projects whose exceptional tests use exclusively that combination. Combinations not shown never occurred among the projects.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PATTERN</th>
<th>ORIGIN</th>
<th>KIND</th>
<th>INSPECTING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>test</td>
<td>JAVA</td>
<td>LOCAL</td>
<td>UNCHECKED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rule</td>
<td>ALERT</td>
<td>MSG</td>
<td>CAUSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>assert</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>generic</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>1.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOC</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.06</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE VI: Regression estimates of each characteristic’s contribution to a test’s size. More precisely, each number is the exponential of the estimated slope coefficient of the corresponding predictor’s variable in a negative binomial regression with outcome test size. The exponential is taken to reverse the logarithmic link function, so that the shown estimates are on the outcome scale. All predictor variables except LOC (total size of test code in the project) are dummy selector variables (ℓ − 1 variables for a factor with ℓ possible values). All estimates are significant with 0.99 probability.

pattern are, on average, half the size of those in other projects.

### RQ3: A Closer Look at Some Projects

The largest projects that exclusively use pattern `try/catch` tend to be long-standing projects whose main development took place in the past and currently undergo only standard maintenance. Project `Joda-Time` for example, was a date-and-time library often used with older Java versions, but it is no longer maintained since its functionalities were made available in Java 8’s package `java.time`. The project uses JUnit 3.8.2, which requires Java’s `try/catch` to define exceptional tests.

Among the largest projects that exclusively use pattern `test`, `rule` for the time being.

Project `Spring Initializr` similarly rewrote pattern `assert` when updating the project to JUnit 5, and chose to rewrite pattern test with AssertJ features instead of JUnit 5’s `assert`.

### VI. LIMITATIONS AND THREATS TO VALIDITY

Threats to construct validity—are we measuring the right things?—are limited given that we primarily measure well-defined features (size, types, and so on). The classification in
exceptions according to their usage (see Sec. II-A) is more delicate; to mitigate this threat, we limited it to well-known and well-documented Java standard exceptions [31], and one author reviewed the classification made by another one.

We took great care to minimize threats to internal validity—are we measuring things right? Our tool JUnitScrambler (see Sec. IV-C) implements complementary strategies to extract useful information even from projects that are hard to build automatically without a custom environment: it parses build files to find dependencies and library versions; scans source code to detect test classes when JUnit’s discovery process fails; and feeds any additional information to JavaParser to boost type resolution. Still, a few limitations remain: JUnitScrambler does not recognize some build systems (e.g., Bazel or Make); only processes JUnit tests; may detect an incorrect version of JUnit in projects with overly complex build processes; may miss some unusually complex combinations of fluent assertions or exceptions whose type JavaParser cannot reconstruct. We manually went through hundreds of projects and found these cases are rare—but there are a few more exceptional tests in the wild that don’t feature in our analysis.

Threats to external validity—do the findings generalize?—mainly depend on the analyzed projects. The 1157 projects we analyzed (selected as described in Sec. IV-B) are all open-source; it’s possible the exceptional tests of closed-source industrial projects have different characteristics. Nonetheless, our projects include plenty of commits of testing code, and span a wide range of size, maturity, and application domains—from widely used Java frameworks maintained by large development teams to single-author simpler mobile apps.

VII. Applications of Findings and Future Work

Tested exceptions: A large portion (76%) of all tests we analyzed target Java standard exceptions, which are also prominent in web searches [31], StackOverflow posts [41], and mobile app bug reports [38], [39]. Unchecked exceptions IllegalArgumentException, NullPointerException, and IllegalStateException were among the most tested; the same classes are most frequently implicated in API misuses [35] and Android app bugs [39], and are among those with often insufficient documentation [23], [24], [37]. Thus, studying even more closely the tests featuring these exceptions in combination with the code that triggers them is an interesting direction for future work.

Messages and documentation: Undocumented exceptions (which may be thrown but are not mentioned by the documentation or signature [23]) are a common reason for uncaught exception bugs [23], [24], [39]. Exceptional tests could be a source of implicit documentation in such cases. We found that 15% of exceptional tests detail the expected message (stored by exception objects); and 17% use assertions equipped with a string that describes what the assertion checks. Both are a form of documentation that could be studied using natural language processing techniques [3], [37] to help debugging and to discriminate between correct and incorrect behavior [37], [40]. For example, one test in Apache Hadoop clearly outlines which exceptions indicate which behavior (e.g., “setting empty name should fail”), and hence it would be a valid supplement to the tested method’s documentation. Such tests could also identify patterns of good testing practices and serve as a guide to writing better, more thorough exceptional tests.

Wrapping: Exception wrapping—a form of propagation—is when one exception is caught and wrapped by another exception [39]. Wrapping should not be used to hide errors (which should not be handled, see Sec. V-B) within regular unchecked exceptions—which has been found may lead to crashes in Android apps [39]. We found 3% of all exceptional tests (19% of all projects) test on the cause of an exception, which indicates wrapping occurred. Such tests, although not common, may contain precious implicit information useful to debug an application’s most complex exceptional behavior.

Exceptional testing patterns: The frequent usage of pattern try/catch has positive and negative implications. On the one hand, it is the only pattern that can be used with any JUnit and Java versions—including for complex scenarios. On the other hand, using try/catch with JUnit 4 is considered a code smell [11], [56]. In fact, incorrect tests using try/catch introduced silent bugs in the test suites of projects using JUnit 4 [12]. It remains that, up to JUnit 5, the expressiveness of alternative patterns test and rule remained limited (e.g., test cannot assert on messages/cause, and rule’s unusual syntax is somewhat controversial [12]). In all, it is not surprising that developers of popular open-source projects have been found [11] to often prefer good old try/catch over other patterns.

Introducing empty catch blocks is considered an anti-pattern, since it is associated with more defects [28], [29], [46], [49]. Nevertheless, our data suggests that it may be legitimate in testing code (as opposed to application code): empty catch blocks featured in about 50% of all exceptional tests using pattern try/catch; more than 50% of such blocks were accompanied by an informative comment (typically: // expected) which explains that idiom’s purpose.

Despite its limited expressiveness, pattern test remains popular with developers—probably thanks to its conciseness—to the extent that programmers introduced a “vintage @Test JUnit 5 extension to write pattern test even with the latest JUnit versions (which no longer support it in the base library). In contrast, more flexible JUnit features (e.g., pattern assert) have failed to reach widespread adoption (e.g., 2/3 of projects that use JUnit versions supporting assert do not actually use the pattern). Using our dataset and our tool, we could perform a longitudinal study of how projects migrated tests from JUnit 4 to newer versions—extending the qualitative analysis at the end of Sec. V-C—to shed light on the interplay behind available features and their adoption.

Finally, studying how AssertJ is used in combination with JUnit could deepen our understanding of testing practices. We found that 39% of all projects include exceptional tests using pattern generic—usually through libraries such as AssertJ. Indeed, AssertJ is growing in popularity [13], [48] since it provides expressive and concise idioms for testing all sorts of behaviour—including exceptions [11].